Vincent Zito
Phlebotomy Technician
Laboratory
• Years at Hoag: 1
• P
 ursuing a bachelor’s in kinesiology with an emphasis
on gerontology
• S
 cholarship will allow him to put all his effort into his
academics and become the most successful student possible
• Goal is to be a physician assistant
• M
 ade the decision to do whatever it took to be successful
in life
• A
 t the age of 13, he signed up with the Huntington Beach
Police Department Explorer Program, where he learned
how to be a leader and communicate with people
• U
 ncle is a urologist, and his grandmother was a nurse.
Mother went to college to take prerequisites for
a nursing degree but ultimately decided to
stay with her own esthetician business

Dear Kingston Technology:
Words cannot describe how grateful I am to have been
selected for the Kingston Technology–Hoag Classic
Scholarship. I appreciate that my hard work and dedication
to my future career is noticed. If there was a word that had
the magnitude of ten thousand “thank-you’s,” I would be
saying it over and over again. This scholarship will allow me
to put all of my effort into my academics and become the
most successful student possible.
Getting into physician assistant school has been a longtime
dream of mine that I can now see coming up over the horizon.
The day that I stepped into Hoag Hospital to start my first day

of work, I knew that this was where my heart was meant to be.
Being able to achieve my dream of becoming a PA and work
at Hoag Hospital is becoming an exciting reality. There is
nothing more in this world that I would want than to work
at the place I call my second home.
My gratitude to Kingston Technology is of the highest caliber.
Being selected to receive a scholarship like this allows me
to be the student that Hoag Hospital deserves. I know
that one day, I will step foot into Hoag Hospital
as a physician assistant, and I will be able
to look back and thank Kinston Technology
for helping me get there.
Sincerely,
Vincent Zito

